
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

DEUTSCH        NEDERLANDS  
ENGLISH        ESPAÑOL  
FRANÇAIS       PORTUGUÊS     
        

SCD3550 



For Customer Use
Enter below the Serial No. which is located
On the bottom of the cabinet. Retain this 
Information for future reference.

Mode No.
Serial No.

PREPARATION FOR USE

Unpacking and Setup

* Carefully remove the unit from the display carton and remove all packing material from the unit itself.

* Remove any descriptive labels that may be found on either the front or top cabinet of the unit. Do not

   remove any labels located on either the back or button cabinet of the unit. 

* Press the CD door OPEN Button to open the CD compartment door. There is a white card in the CD

  compartment which is intended to prevent the CD pickup from moving during shipment of the product,

  Remove this card from the CD compartment before use.

Power Sources

Using AC Power

Connect  the  AC power   into  Standard household wall outlet.  For dual voltage version. 

Make sure that the AC VOLTAGE SELECTOR is switched to your local voltage.

AUX IN CONNECTIONS WAYS
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1.LEFT&RIGHT SPEAKER

2.REPEAT

  - repeat a track CD/MP3/USB program.

   RANDOM

  - play CD/MP3 tracks in random order.

3.USB JACK

  -to listen to your USB flash memory 

   stick with Mp3 music files.

4.POWER BUTTON

  -Press power button on.

5.BASS BUTTON

  -enhances bass response.

6.PROGRAM

   -program and review programmed

    track numbers.

7.LCD DISPLAY

   - show the number of tracks.

8.BASS INDICATOR

9.

10.STANDBY INDICATOR

11.PLAY/PAUSE/USB BUTTON

  - start or pause MP3/CD play

   - Press and hold on more than 1.5 sec 

   change to CD/USB mode.

12.CD DOOR OPEN/CLOSE  BUTTON

  - press here to open/close the CD door.

13.STOP BUTTON

   - stop CD/MP3/ USB playback;

    -erase a CD program.

14.SEARCH NEXT

   -NEXT track selection

   - press and hold more than 1.5 sec 

    forward search intra track.

15.SEARCH BACK

  -BACK track selection

  - press and hold on more than 1.5 sec 

   BACK search intra track.

16. 

FM ANTENNA

  - to improve FM reception.

 

FM STEREO INDICATOR

AC MAINS

- inlet for power cord.

17. 
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18.AUX JACK(see 1 )

  -Push FUNC button , select AUX station.

  play  MP3、DISCMAN、 WALKMAN AUX 

  insert.

19.PHONES JACK

 - 3.5 mm stereo headphone jack.

20.FUNCTION SELECTOR

  - select source of sound RADIO, AUX

   or .MP3/CD

21.VOLUME  CONTROL

  - adjust volume UP or DOWN level.

22.TUNING CONTROL

- select AM/FM stations

23.BAND SELECTOR (AM/FM/FM ST.)

- select AM/FM/FM ST. Wave band

24.BATTERY DOOR

- to open battery compartment
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1.LEFT&RIGHT SPEAKER
2.REPEAT/RANDOM BUTTON
3. USB JACK
4. POWER BUTTON
5. BASS BUTTON
6. PROGRAM BUTTON
7. LCD DISPLAY
8. BASS INDICATOR 
9. FM ST. INDICATOR
10. STANDBY

11.PLAY/PAUSE/USB BUTTON
12. CD DOOR OPEN/CLOSE BUTTON
13. STOP BUTTON
14. NEXT BUTTON
15. BACK BUTTON
16. 

FM ANTENNA
18. AUX JACK
19.PHONES JACK
20. FUNCTION SELECT
21.VOLUME CONTROL

AC MAINS
17. 

22. TUNING CONTROL
23. 

BATTERY DOOR
BAND SELECTOR (AM/FM/FM ST.)

24. 
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Radio reception

1.Slide the FUNCTION selector to AM or FM.

2.Rotate the TUNING control to find the desired stations.

3.When you have finished listening, slide the FUNCTION selector to the other position or

   shut the power off.

NOTE: If the BAND selector is set to the FM stereo station, the FM stereo LED indicator 

       will light. 

VOLUME.

,, ,,,, ,,

Batteries for the unit (not included)

Open the battery compartment and insert six batteries, type R-14, UM-2 or C-cells, 

(preferably Alkaline) with the correct polarity as indicated by the   +   and   -    symbols 

inside the compartment.

Batteries contains chemical substances, so they should be disposed of properly.

Incorrect use of batteries can cause electrolyt leakage and will corrode the compartment or 

cause the batteries to burst. Therefore:

    Do not mix battery types: e.g. alkaline with  carbon Zinc. Only use batteries of the same 

    type for the set.

    When inserting new batteries, do not try to mix old batteries with new ones.

    Remove the batteries if the set is not be  used for a long time.

3.To switch off the unit, press the power button to off.

RADIO/AUX/MP3/CD

PROGRAM  METHOD

(1)Press the [PROGRAM] key at STOP mode, system will go to PROGRAM mode.

 -The PRG icon and P01 will blink at 2Hz. This prompts the user to enter the first songs in the

  program PLAY list.

(2)The user can select the desire tracks by using [NEXT], [BACK] keys.

    Once these keys are pressed, the Display will show the selected track.

(3)After select the desired track, press [PROGRAM] key again and it will be stored in the memory.

   -A maximum 99 tracks can be programmed. 

(4)If press the [STOP] key during the program mode, then the selected TRACKs will be stored

   in the memory and return to STOP mode (Continuous  Play mode)

(5)If press the [PLAY] key during the program mode, it will start the program PLAY mode. 

   PLAY start from P01 Track

Erasing a program

You can erase the content of the memory by:

- While playing, press STOP button twice.

- Opening the CD door

- Select the other mode.
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A>press “ program”   one time   ,  button in stop potion  the displaying will be show: 

program- using the main unit , program function can be operated
 when the unit at stop mode.

1>> when the unit is playing CD DISC:

B>Using                to select you're favorite track No. and then the LCD display of unit will
show as following, .then press “ program” again to confirm

C>Repeat the above operation to program the next favorite tracks unit  complete, you can  
press                   to select your favorite tracks

E>press STOP button one time to stop the program play, press STOP button one
  more time to Erasing a  program !

 
 

A>press “ program”   one time ,button   in stop potion  the displaying will  be show: 

B>Using                to select your favorite track No. and then the LCD display of unit will
show as following, then press “ program” again to confirm. 

C>Repeat the above operation to program the next favorite tracks unit  complete, you can   press                  to select your favorite tracks

  E>Press STOP button to stop the program play, press STOP button one more time to
   erasing a program !

Notice: the former  programmed  tracks can not be saved by unit  automatically;
     -the max program function  is 99 tracks.after the 99 tracks of program is full
           program it will not continue.

          -If it is playing a USB,the LCD will display USB.
         

-

2>> when the unit is playing MP3 DISC:

Different  play modes: program

D>Press PLAY button to play the programmed tracks, the displaying of unit  will  show: 

D>Press PLAY button to play the programmed tracks,the LCD display of unit  will  show: 

 

        PLAY    PROGRAM                                 Mp3

PLAY     PROGRAM
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CD-Rewritables,Do not try to play CD-ROM,

CDi,VCD,DVD or computer CD.

 

Insert a MP3/CD or CD-R with the printed

side facing up and press  CD Door 

 gently to close.

 

This CD-player can play Audio Discs,MP3 CD-R、

 

To open the CD door, press OPEN/

CLOSE button.

 

Note:CD/MP3 play will also stop when:

 

the CD/MP3 has reached to the end.
 

CD/MP3 PLAYER

CD/MP3 Player

Playing a CD/MP3

CD/MP3

Press   once briefly for the back track. 

 in play or pause status.

1.press & hold on                 continously,  
the disc is forwarding or rewarding at high
 speed!
The speaker has no sound to output in high
speed until release 

2>playing tracks in epeat mode after  
epeat  button , the

   displaying will be show: 

r press 
   r /random second time

3>
   press repeat/random button third time,
   the displaying will be show: 

playing tracks in repeat mode after

1>playing tracks in epeat mode after 
   epeat  button  time, the 
  displaying will be show: 

r press 
r /random first

Different  play modes: BASS
BASS-Advancing the bass function directly

1>press BASS  button one  time  to work; and the
 BASS  function will be erased pressing BASS 
buttons in double times 

PLAY
REP.

5>release  tracks in playing mode after press 
repeat/random button fifth  time, random
indicator goes off, the displaying will be show:

Notice:- If there is no folder, press 
 repeat/ random third time, it will go
 to the 4 step directly.
- If the format of music is Mp3, the
 LCD will display Mp3.
- If it is playing a USB, the LCD will
 display USB. 

4>release  tracks in playing mode after press 
  repeat/random button fourth time, repeat
  indicator goes off and change to random
  mode, the displaying will be show: 

Different  play modes: repeat/random

 

 -The LCD display the current song folder after
  5 second, the LCD don' t show the folder if 
  there is not folder. 

Button.

you select the other source;

on the display
press 

more than once briefly for a previous track.

PLAY
REP.

ALL

ALBUM

PLAY
REP.

PLAY

RANDOM

PLAY

PROGRAM

PROGRAM

PROGRAM

PLAY

MP3

PROGRAM

MP3
PROGRAM

MP3
PROGRAM

PLAY



USB audio functions

1) PLAY/PAUSE/STOP

2) NEXT, BACK skip search  

3) Program tracks(99 tracks)

4) Repeat/ random : normal->repeat 1->repeat all->  repeat album->random  ->normal

     (There is no repeat album mode in program  PLAY mode)

  -Press and hold the [PLAY] key more than 1.5sec at CD mode , system will change to USB mode.

  Then “USb“ will be display. At this moment, system will read the USB .then press play button to

  start playback. 

 -Press and hold the [PLAY] key more  than 1.5sec at USB mode , system will change to CD mode.

  Then “- - -“ will be display. Press PLAY button to start playback

 Notice:The unit don' t support the HDD all and the portion USB with mp3 player. 

Playing a USB
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Insert a CD,MP3, CD-R.

 

No CD/MP3 inserted

 

CD/MP3/USB playback does not work

CD/MP3/USB badly scratched/dirty

Replace/clean CD/MP3/USB

 (see maintenance)

The CD/MP3 skips tracks

 CD/MP3 damaged or dirty

 Replace or clean CD/MP3

- CD-R、is blank or the disc is
  not finalized
  Use a finalized CD-R.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL
Power Requirement ............................................................AC 230V-50Hz 

                                                    

Power consumption .............................................................AC 13.5 Watts

Dimensions......................................................Appro.215x mm(L)208x mm(W) 113x mm(H)

Operation temperature.........................................................+5 ℃  -   +35℃    
RECEIVER SECTION
Receiving Bands...................................................................AM/FM   
Tuning Range..........................................................AM:520-1620KHz
                                                                           FM:87.5-108.5MHz
COMPACT DISC SECTION
Optical Pickup...................................................................... .3-Beam Laser

Frequency Response.............................................................100Hz - 16KH z  

AUDIO SECTION
Power output .........................................................................Maximum 1 Watt x 2

Headphone Impedance ............................................................4 ~ 32 Ohms

ACCESSORIES
Instruction Booklet.....................................................................1   
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